PIER: Helpful Pirate Tips
Transcript

• “Welcome back! So to this point we have covered “College 101”, or some of the basic information any new pirate should know. We’ve covered major exploration at ECU and you’ve had the opportunity to learn more about an academic area of your choice. And just a few moments ago you learned the registration process and how to select classes. I know this is a lot of information, so please feel free to go back and review any of these steps”.

• Port 4: “Port 4 will cover all the information you’ll need to know about attending a summer orientation on-campus here at ECU. As a reminder, even though you’ve begun exploring majors and learning how to register for classes, you’ll still need to attend a summer orientation on campus. You must first register for a summer orientation BEFORE you’ll be able to create your course schedule.

Summer Orientation is an exciting time for you to meet other students, meet with an academic advisor in a group setting, discover student clubs and organizations, check out the dining options, meet with financial aid representatives and learn more about life as a pirate.
Don’t forget to bring your walking shoes because you will be exploring ECU’s campus.

- **Port 5:** “The final port tests your pirate academic and registration knowledge. You’ll need to complete and pass this quiz in order to be eligible to register for your 1st semester courses. Please note the dates that registration will be open, which can be found on the PIER homepage.

- “Also, there is a helpful frequently asked questions page at the end of this program. This will provide you with additional registration and major exploration assistance, and direct you to a number of other resources and departments around campus”.

- “As a reminder, the class schedule you will create is simply a “starter-schedule,” meaning it may not be perfect, but there will be time before classes start to fine-tune your schedule. This is another reason why new student orientation in the summer is so important. At that time you will have the opportunity to communicate with an academic advisor in your area to help answer any questions you may have.”

- “That’s it! I can’t wait for you to join our ‘Pirate Family’ and look forward to seeing you on campus! ARRRRRGGG!”.